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2 Yummy
tummyin your

DINNER WINNER™

the game of YUM — eat to win!
Even fussy eaters will clean their plate when 
you turn mealtime into a board game! The 
goal is to get to the finish line, where a special 
covered treat awaits. Dinner Winner makes 
food fun! Moulded from 100% virgin melamine, 
food-safe and dishwasher-safe, Dinner Winner 
is packaged in a full-colour giftbox. Design by 
Winsor Pop and Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.

5132157 GAME OF YUM

5175837 HERO

5175839 FOREST

5199728 WINTER

5175834 PIRATE

5202956 DINO TIME
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GUESS WHO?

DINNER DO’S™

make faces at the table
Here at Fred’s famous plate factory 
we always encourage kids to play 
with their food. It’s easy — first, pick 
a hairdo, then create a funny face. 
Anything goes with Dinner Do’s.

Dinner Do’s come with three plates 
in each set. 100% virgin melamine 
passes all the tests for food-contact. 
Each set is packaged in a full-colour 
giftbox. Original idea by Rebecca 
Chitty, illustrations by Chris Gash.

DDOG

MR FOOD FACE™ &  MS 
FOODFACE™

make faces at the table
We’re not sure who loves Food Face 
more, parents or kids. It turns fussy 
eaters into happy campers and serious 
adults into dinner-table Picassos. So 
bring on the mashed potatoes and 
peas...the possibilities are endless! It’s 
crafted from hotel-quality, food-safe 
ceramic, and individually packaged 
in a full-colour giftbox. Design by 
Jason Amendolara, Fred Studio.

FFACE    BOY
FFACEG  GIRL

3
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BEEP BOOP!

Table
MANNERZ

SNACK RABBIT™

hop to it! eat your veggies!
Let’s get hopping on dinner! Snack 
Rabbit utensils have soft, ergonomic 
handles that feel good in little hands, 
and “hug” when not in use. So cute, 
they may even inspire more vegetable 
eating! Snack Rabbit’s bunny spoon 
and carrot fork are made of stainless 
steel capped off with BPA-free, virgin 
silicone handles, and come packaged 
in a full-colour, recyclable clamshell 
pack. Design by Winnif Pang. 

5159261

SNACK&STACK™

take along cutlery 
Snack & Stack is sized for kids and 
grown-ups alike. The silicone handles 
snap together securely for easy storage 
and packing, not to mention endless 
amusement. Perfect for lunch boxes, 
picnics, your desk drawer or glove box. 
Each set of three dishwasher-safe, 
stainless steel utensils is packaged in 
a clear, recyclable, peggable giftbox. 
Design by Winnif Pang. 

SNACK

YUM-BOTS™

Take me to your feeder

Domo arigato, Mister Yumbot-o! 
Junior will be snacking on some sci-
fi fun with Yum-Bots in his hand! Soft, 
silicone handles are easy to grasp 
and fun to use. BPA-free and dish-
washer safe, this fork and spoon set 
is packed in a recyclable, peggable 
PET box. Design by Billy Law. 

5178430

SPORKASAUR™ 
Childrens Fork

With this prehysteric Sporkasaur Kids 
Fork kiddos will Rex their way through 
their meal. With food becoming extinct 
right before your eyes! Just hand a kid 
a Sporkasaur and watch them glide 
through meal time. A sanity saver for 
fed up parents, currently suffering 
from a patience deficiency. Made of 
durable stainless steel, and BPA-free, 
dishwasher-safe silicone. Packed in a 
clear, peggable, recyclable PET box. 
Design by Jason Pang.

5202866
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LIP STICKS™

chopsticks with lips!
Read my lips — eating is more fun when 
you use your Lip Sticks! Flexible silicone 
lips holds the melamine chopsticks 
just right, and double as a nifty disguise 
between bites. They’re chopsticks 
with lip-locking action! Packaged 
in a clear, recyclable, peggable box. 
Design by Kiki Sciullo, Fred Studio.

5130357 

STACHE STICKS™

dapper moustache  
chopsticks
Stache Sticks help you keep a stiff 
upper lip while mastering the art 
of chopsticking. Flexible silicone 
moustache provides the perfect hinge 
for the melamine chopsticks, and 
doubles as a nifty disguise between 
bites. Packaged in a clear, recyclable, 
peggable box. Design by Patrick Lum.

5130358 

MUNCHTIME™

chomping chopsticks with  
biting action!
Take a bite out of your lunch with 
Munchtime! Each colourful T-rex opens 
and closes its mouth as you squeeze 
the easy-to-use, animated chopsticks. 
They make every meal jawesome! 
Made of food-safe ABS, Munchtime 
chopsticks are sold individually and 
packaged twelve to a printed, recyclable 
display drum. Design by Jason Pang.

5161095
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Like
eggs?

youHOW DO

YOUR

FUNNYSIDE UP™

make fun  
frog-shaped eggs!
Crack a pair of eggs into this fun 
frog-shaped form and get things 
hoppin’ with fun! Funny Side 
Up helps turn eggs into a fun, 
frog-inspired treat! Made of pure 
food-safe silicone and packaged in a 
peggable, full-colour giftbox. Design 
by Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.  
 
5161076

FUNNYSIDE UP™

give a hoot —  
make eggs cute
Start your day with a fried side of 
fun! Funny Side Up are handy frames 
that shape and mould two eggs into 
attractive egg art. Just place the mould 
in your frying pan, crack two eggs 
into the rings, and soon you’ll have a 
breakfast buddy to hang out with! It’s 
two eggs, funny side up. Packaged in 
a peggable, full-colour giftbox. Owl 
design by Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred 
Studio. Skull design by John Green 
& Angus McArthur, Snowhome.

Owl
FUNOWL

Skull
FUNSKL 

FUNNYSIDE UP™

make charming  
cat-shaped eggs!
Serve a pair of sunny-side-up eggs 
in purrfect style! Funny Side Up is a 
handy frame that helps turn eggs into a 
fun, feline-inspired treat! Made of pure 
food-safe silicone and packaged in a 
peggable, full-colour giftbox. Design 
by Lauren Hastings, Fred Studio.

5161077

6
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EGG SOLDIER™

Keep your egg in order and 
ready to eat!
Egg Soldier holds a soft-boiled egg 
conveniently at attention and ready 
to enlist your toast “soldiers” for 
dunking duty. Food-safe, military 
green soldier made from food-safe 
polypropylene. Packed in a full colour 
gift box. Design by Winnif Pang.

5186503

CRACK A SMILE™

start your day the  
happy way!
Crack A Smile is a heat-safe silicone 
egg mould that turns your typical 
scrambled eggs and pancakes into 
a smile-a-thon. Irresistible. Crack 
A Smile is packaged in a peggable, 
full-colour giftbox, complete with 
recipes and instructions. Design by 
Jason Amendolara, Fred Studio.

5130364

HOLY TOAST!™

the miracle bread stamper
Make that boring bread an inspiration 
by embossing it before you toast! Our 
easy-to-use Holy Toast stamper always 
makes a good impression. Packaged 
in peggable clamshell packaging. 
Design by Jason Amendolara.

HOLYT 

7
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EGG-A-MATIC™

make hard-boiled eggs like  
no other!
What came first? Egg-A-Matic provides 
you with the eggistential answer... 
both! Each package includes a durable, 
food-safe polypropylene plastic mould, 
and two sets of plastic feet so your 
chicks can stand up for themselves. 
Packaged in a peggable, full-colour 
giftbox. Design by Winnif Pang.

5141918 

EGG-A-MATIC™

make hard-boiled eggs to 
die for!
Egg-A-Matic takes an ordinary boiled 
egg and sculpts it into something 
eggstraordinary — an eerie white skull, 
perfect for that balanced breakfast 
before you go raiding lost arks! Egg-
A-Matic is built from durable food-
safe polypropylene and packaged in a 
peggable, full-colour giftbox. Design 
by Jason Amendolara, Fred Studio.

5141713

EGG-A-MATIC™ 
dino egg mould
rrrawwrr!
It may seem a little dated, but the 
Egg-A-Matic Dino Mould is hot off 
the (egg) press and takes an ordinary 
hard-boiled egg and sculpts it into 
something eggstraordinary — an 
edible, 3D replica of a dinosaur’s skull! 
BPA-free, food-safe polypropylene and 
packaged in a full-colour peggable 
gift box. Design by Winnif Pang.

5203493

CRACK A SMILE™

breakfast with a side of 
sparkle!
Make mornings magical with 
Fred’s CRACK A SMILE breakfast 
mould. This unicorn makes ordinary 
eggs and pancakes into edible 
enchantments. Easy-to-use and easy-
to-clean, this pure BPA-free silicone 
is packed in a full-colour giftbox, 
with rainbow pancake instructions 
included. Design by Fred Studio.

5229044

8
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SLINKY DRINKS™

the wiggly way to wet 
your whistle
Turn a gummy worm into a reusable 
straw? YESSS! Slinky Drinks are moulded 
in bright translucent colours from food-
safe silicone. They add some wacky fun 
to any meal time. You get three assorted 
straws in each clear, recyclable, peggable 
clamshell. Design by Winnif Pang.

SLINK

UNZIPPED™

fun by the bagful
Unzipped is designed to celebrate 
one of those everyday items we take 
for granted: the zipper bag. Rendered 
in fine hand-blown glass, it’s the 
temporary made contemporary. 
13cm x 12cm x 13cm. Hand-blown 
durable borosilicate glass, packaged 
in a full-colour giftbox. Design by 
Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.

UNZIP

TRAVELLING SIDESHOW BIBS™

see baby become the main attraction!
Everyone knows baby is the star attraction of any gathering and 
Fred’s Travelling Sideshow Bibs will certainly draw a crowd! Step 
right up and see how this handy-dandy pad of twenty comfortable 
and reusable bibs turns baby into the main event. Each bib is made 
of waterproof, non-woven PP and printed with baby-friendly soy inks. 
You get five each of four styles in one handy “book,” packed in a crystal 
clear OPP bag. Design by Diana Paisis, illustrations by Killbuck.

5159488
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Cookies!
NOM-NOM

GINGERDEADMEN™

the spooky, kooky, cookie 
cutter
If you hear a spooky crumbling sound 
from the kitchen in the middle of 
the night… beware! It just might be 
the sugar-overloaded spirit of the 
Gingerdead Men. This double-sided 
cookie cutter cuts and stamps 14cm tall 
cookies. Heavy durable food-safe plastic. 
Packaged in a peggable, full-colour 
giftbox. Design by Ignacio Pilotto.

GDEAD

SWEETSPIRITS™

cookie stamps for  
Day of the Dead
Make your own fiesta a little sweeter 
with Fred’s Sweet Spirits. You 
get four flamboyant “sugar skull” 
cookie stamps, packaged in a 
peggable, full-colour giftbox. Design 
by Winsor Pop, Fred Studio.

SWSP

LETTERPRESSED™

cookies with something  
to say
Just punch out the shapes, stamp 
the letters, and create headlines 
whenever you bake! Letter Pressed 
includes all twenty-six letters plus an 
ampersand and exclamation mark. 
Strong, durable food-safe plastic, 
packed on reusable storage trays and 
in a peggable, full-colour giftbox. Design 
by Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio. 

LPRESS
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RAWR!

KAAAPOW

SNACK ATTACK!™

a feeding frenzy of fun
Serve some Snack Attacks at your 
next party and watch your guests start 
circling the table! Yes, these cookies are 
a feeding frenzy of fun! We’ve packed 
three different cookie cutters in each 
clear, recyclable, peggable display box. 
Design by Carl Mitsch, Fred Studio.

5130373 

TOP COOKIE™

edible medals
Celebrate your victory the best way 
possible — with a cookie! Top Cookie 
includes a medal-shaped cookie 
cutter, three stamps, and three 
ribbon necklaces! Cookie stamps 
and cutter are made from washable 
food-safe plastic. Food-safe ribbons 
attach by velcro. Packaged in a 
peggable, full-colour giftbox. Design 
by Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.

5132142

NINJABREAD MEN™

they’re cut out for action
These stealthy warriors are set to stage 
a cookie coup! Cut, bake, decorate… 
and then watch them disappear! 
Ninjabread Men are moulded from 
rugged, food-safe ABS plastic and 
packaged in a peggable, clear display 
box. Design by The Monster Factory.

NBREAD 

DIG-INS™

dino fossil cookie cutters
Dig-Ins are prehistoric party 
perfection! Punch crisp cookie 
outlines with the cutter, then 
emboss perfect fossil remains 
with the stamper. Three detailed 
dinos are packaged in a peggable, 
full-colour giftbox. Design by 
Carl Mitsch, Fred Studio.

DIGINS
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-TASHE-
Fan
Tic

CTST      Moustache teether

CHILL, BABY™ 
pacifiers for the young  
and hip
Fred’s Chill, Baby pacifiers are designed 
to provide the comfort babies crave 
while providing parents with the quiet 
they really, really need. It’s all good, 
baby. Chill, Baby pacifiers are PVC-
free, BPA-free, and meet all child 
safety standards. They’re packaged 
in peggable, full-colour clamshells 
complete with multilingual care and 
use instructions. Designs by Diana 
Paisis, Steve Buss, and Fred Studio.

CHILL, BABY™ 
teether for the young  
and hip
Baby finds it comforting; you’ll find 
it hilarious. Fred’s mini magnum 
moustache teether are moulded from 
100% pure phthalate-free and BPA-
free materials. They’re packaged 
in peggable, full-colour clamshells 
complete with multilingual care and use 
instructions. Designed by Diana Paisis.

FIER      Moustache

5151947      Panic

CBLIPS      Lips

12
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UNDER THE TEA™

Sink into a nice cup of tea
Turn tea time into an underwater 
adventure! Fred’s seafaring 
Under the Tea infuser bobs 
in your cup, brewing loose tea 
leaves to perfection. It’s moulded 
from pure BPA-free silicone and 
packed in a colourful peggable 
gift box. Design by Winnif Pang.

5178683

BREW WHALE™

thar she brews!
Fill Fred’s legendary Brew Whale 
with tea leaves and submerge into the 
hot depths of your teacup. When the 
steeping’s complete, just heave on 
the waterspout handle and help her 
breach the surface. Made from pure 
food-safe silicone and packaged in a 
peggable, full-colour giftbox. Design 
by JuHyun Yu, Changbong Heo. 

5141490 

TEATANIC™

the unsinkable tea infuser
TeaTanic is Fred’s sinkable  
silicone tribute to the legendary lost 
ocean liner. Fill the hull with loose tea 
leaves and let it drift to the bottom of 
your cup. TeaTanic is moulded from 
durable, pure silicone and packaged 
in a peggable, full-colour giftbox. 
Design by Bartjan de Bruijn.

TTAN 

COMO TÉA LLAMA™

llama tea infuser, the 
groovy Peruvian infuser
COMO TÉA LLAMA is the first name in 
fun tea brewing! Fill Fred’s Andean-
inspired infuser with your favourite 
blend of tea, stand it upright in your 
mug, and steep. You’ll be rewarded 
with mountains of fresh-brewed 
flavour. Muy bueno! BPA and phthalate 
free, and packaged in a colourful 
gift box. Design by Gift Concept.

5228626

PURR-TEA™

Cozy up with a kitty!
There’s a cat climbing out of your 
cup! Fill Fred’s PURR-TEA with your 
favourite loose tea leaves, hang it’s little 
paws on the edge of your cup, and you’ll 
be curling up with the coziest cuppa in 
no time. It’s purrty cute to boot! BPA- 
and phthalate-free, and packaged in a 
colorful gift box. Design by Fred Studio.

5228955

CUTE-TEA™

hedgehog tea infuser, 
sink into a nice cup of tea
The CUTE-TEA HEDGEHOG Tea 
Infuser is looking sharp as always! 
Forget hogging the tea all to yourself, 
invite this delightfully pointy pal 
to tea time! Just fill Cute-Tea 
hedgehog with your favourite loose 
tea leaves, and hang its little paws 
on the edge of your mug. A fun way 
to send warm and fuzzy hedgehugs 
to your tea loving pal or someone 
you get Oolong with fairly well! 
Made from pure, food-safe silicone 
and packed in a colourful gift box. 
Design by Carl Mitsch, Fred Studio.

5200171
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Zzzzz

TEA BONES™

the creepy tea steeper
This tea infuser will give you the creeps 
while it steeps! After you’re done 
brewing, rest the skull on the handy 
crossbones. Ahhh, there’s nothing like a 
nice, hot cup of macabre. Tea Bones is 
moulded from pure, food-safe silicone 
and packaged in a peggable, full-
colour giftbox. Design by Jason Pang.

5142843 

MANATEA™

it’s mana...tea time!
Everybody’s favourite Floridian  
wants to brew you a nice cup  
of tea and share a slow, calm, relaxing 
moment. Fred’s ManaTea infuser 
is moulded from virgin, food-safe 
silicone and packaged in a peggable, 
full-colour giftbox. Design by Liz 
Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.

MANA

OCTEAPUS™

the tentacled tea infuser
Fill Octeapus’s silicone head with  
your favourite tea blend and set 
him down into the depths of your 
cup. Soon you’ll be awash in oceans 
of flavour. Octeapus is moulded 
from durable, pure silicone and 
packaged in a peggable, full-colour 
giftbox. Design by Winnif Pang.

OCTEA 

LEMON TEA™

citrus tea infuser
Lemon is to tea as cream is to coffee. 
Here’s a generous lemon wedge 
that will actually brew it for you. 
Tuck your tea leaves inside, and let 
the slice steep! Lemon Tea is made 
from food-safe 100% virgin silicone 
and packaged in a peggable, full-
colour giftbox. Design by Billy Law.

5131801

STRONG BREW™

brace yourself, tea is  
coming
Strong Brew is a mighty sword tea 
infuser that adds a dashing dose of 
chivalry to your afternoon tea. Fill it to 
the hilt with your best tea leaves, plunge 
it into your cup, and indulge in a hot brew 
suitable for an off-duty knight. Epic! 
Pure silicone, packaged in a peggable, 
full-colour giftbox. Design by Billy Law.

5143621

MR. TEA™

toss some tea in his 
trousers
Just load Mr. Tea’s little pants, perch 
him in your cup, relax for a minute as he 
does the work, then savour your perfect 
brew. Moulded from food-safe, tasteless, 
soft silicone rubber, Mr. Tea is packaged 
in a peggable, full-colour giftbox. Design 
by Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.

MRTEA

SLOW BREW™

hang out with a cup of tea
Take a break from your frantic pace 
and let Slow Brew make you the ideal 
cup of tea. This sweet sloth infuser 
is made of heat-resistant silicone and 
hangs patiently inside your mug or 
cup. Slow Brew is moulded without 
BPA or phthalates and packaged in a 
peggable, full-colour giftbox. Design 
by Lauren Hastings, Fred Studio.

5152898 

BIG BREW™

make tea worth  
trumpeting about
Perch this perky pink pachyderm in your cup 
and enjoy perfectly brewed tea. BIG BREW 
is guaranteed to bring big smiles. Made 
of soft, food-safe, BPA-free silicone. The 
food-safe silicone infuser is packaged in a 
full-colour giftbox. Designed by Winnif Pang 

5186699
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Dice
Slice

‘n’

RRRINGGGHHH!

PIZZA PEDDLER™

he glides through the cheese
...with the greatest of ease, all from 
the seat of his unicycle! Take hold of 
this cute monkey and watch him pedal 
his way through the pizza crust and 
into your heart. Pizza Peddler is soft, 
washable silicone with a stainless 
steel bike wheel for real cutting power. 
Packaged in a full-colour giftbox. Design 
by Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.

PIPED 

PIZZABOSS 3000™

buzz your way thru your pizza
Show that pizza you mean business with 
our Pizza Boss 3000. It’s built “tough” to 
last and the laser-etched stainless steel 
blade has a removable shield for easy 
clean-up. A great “guy gift.” Packaged 
in a clear display giftbox. Design by 
Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.

PIBOSS

16
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RRRINGGGHHH!

CHEESE DEGREES™

make your slice precise
Serve your cheese in precise portions. 
CHEESE DEGREES has all the 
measurements you need for utterly 
accurate cuts. Durable 17.5cm x 
21.5cm bamboo board with engraved 
measurements. Packaged in a clear 
display giftbox. Design by Hogmalion.

5186692

ONION GLASSES™

kitchen diva
Chopping dreaded onions? SHALLOT 
of people cry when chopping onions, 
the trick is not to form an emotional 
bond, but in the meantime Fred has 
come up with a solution, Kitchen Diva 
Onion Glasses. Now you can chop in 
style and feel aPEELing. It’s as easy as 
CRY! This counter top display has twelve 
individually packaged glasses. Each 
pair is adjustable with goggle style foam 
seals around the edge to prevent onion 
odours irritating eyes whilst cutting.

KCLASHDISP12

THE OBSESSIVE CHEF™

cut… cube… repeat
Do you know someone who goes a little 
overboard in the kitchen? Is it YOU?   
There’s no need to hide your 
tendencies — celebrate them with 
The Obsessive Chef cutting board. 
Precise measurements on the cutting 
surface ensure that your mangos 
measure up, your carrots make the 
cut, and your cheese cubes have never 
been so sublimely square. It's not 
obsession, it's perfection! 30.5cm x 
23cm x 1.5cm. Packaged in a full-colour 
giftbox. Design by Paul Williamson.

OBCH

ONION GLASSES™ 
viva las onions
A little less irritation, a little more 
vegetation in your snacks. Are you a 
layer player when it comes to the world 
of onions? Weeping away the hours 
in the kitchen. Well Don’t cry Daddy! 
The Viva Las Onion Glasses are here 
to aPEEL to your senses and turn 
onion chopping into FUNion chopping! 
Adjustable glasses with foam lining. 
This counter top display has twelve 
individually packaged glasses. Each 
pair is adjustable with goggle style foam 
seals around the edge to prevent onion 
odours irritating eyes whilst cutting.

KCTKDISP12

17
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GRRRRRR!

BEAR HANDS™

don’t burn your paws!
Now you can grab that hot casserole 
with your Bear Hands! Place these 
grizzly-sized oven mitts over your paws 
and beat the heat. You get a right and 
left mitt, constructed from insulated 
cotton with silicone “pads.” They’re 
tagged together and peg neatly with a 
colourful hangtag. Design by Steve Buss.

5130360

MIXSTIX™

keepin’ rhythm in the kitchen
Mix Stix are classic beechwood spoons, 
morphed into drumsticks. So you can 
rock out when you’re not stirring! We’ve 
packed one solid spoon and one unique 
slotted spoon on a durable chipboard, 
peggable backing card. Design by Ignacio 
Pilotto and Jason Amendolara.

MIX

Le CROCK COQ™

infuse some silly into  
your soup
Here’s a classic comedy rubber chicken 
that will deliver flavour as well as 
laughs. Fill Le Crock Coq with your 
favourite bouquet of herbs and set it 
in your stew pot. Your broth will pick 
up all the herbal notes while keeping 
the leaves and stems contained. 
Le Crock Coq is made of food-safe 
silicone and able to withstand temps 
up to 230°C / 450°F. Packaged in 
a peggable, full-colour giftbox. 

5159253

BIG BLUE™

drain the water, strain the pasta
When it’s time to strain the pasta from your 
pots, only a whale will do. Big Blue is a big 
help in the kitchen! This handy kitchen strainer 
is moulded from food-safe HIPS plastic and 
packaged on a peggable, full-colour card. 
Design by Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.

5141912
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CLUCK™

the helpful hen that separates 
the yolk from the white
Does cracking egg shells and flipping the 
yolk back and forth make you nervous? Didn’t 
you always mutter to yourself, “there must 
be a better way to separate those whites!” 
Well, here it is! Just place Cluck over the 
yolk, squeeze, slowly release the pressure, 
and watch the yolk disappear into your little 
hen. Magic! Cluck is moulded from 100% 
pure silicone and packaged in a peggable, 
full-colour giftbox. Design by Fred Studio.

5130363 

ABRACADABRA!

M-CUPS™

matryoshkas made to measure 
This set of six dry-measure cups nests neatly 
just like traditional Russian matryoshkas. 
M-Cups accurately measure 1⁄4, 1⁄3, 1⁄2, 2⁄3, 3⁄4 
and 1 full cup, and are built from heavy-duty, 
food-safe plastic. Classic ivory colour and 
packaged in a full-colour printed giftbox. 
Design by Carl Mitsch, Fred Studio.

MCUP

SALT+MAGIC™

make meals marvellous 
with a wave of your wand
Wave a magic wand over your meals 
and turn it from meh to marvellous! 
All it needs is a shake of salt and a 
wave of pepper! Durable, slick Salt + 
Magic shakers are made from high-
strength ABS. They’re food-safe and 
clear, peggable, plastic giftbox.

SANDM

SWEET & SALTY GRUB MUGS™

No stove? No problem! Grab your 
GRUB MUGS and Dinner and Pudding 
is covered! This set of two recipe mugs 
will expand your culinary palate while 
satisfying those late night (or any time of 
day really) munchies. Perfect for singles, 
students, and basement dwellers in need 
of a meal in a minute (or three). Each 
microwave and dishwasher-safe porcelain 
mug is printed with tasty recipes.

5199750

MOVERS & SHAKERS™

pull the cord and they’ll 
shake for you!
Shaking your own salt and pepper can 
be soooo exhausting. It’s Movers & 
Shakers to the rescue! Just pull the 
cord and let these vibrating shakers 
do the work for you. Made of durable, 
food-safe plastic, and packed in a 
full-colour display box. Design by 
Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.  

5170302
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Door!Hold
the

MEEOOOWCH!

HERE KITTY™

the cat paw doorstop
In or out? Cats can never make up their 
mind. If you’ve decided to keep the door 
open, you can call on Here Kitty to prop 
it purr-fectly. This double-sided doorstop 
is 100% feline-approved. Here Kitty 
is packaged in a recyclable, peggable, 
clear PET-G box with a full-colour 
insert. Design by Rebecca Chitty.

HEREK

SCOOPS!™

a soft serve door stop
Uh oh...looks like somebody lost 
their ice cream cone...or maybe not? 
Maybe it’s just Fred’s faux-gooey 
SCOOPs! doorstop. Clever full-
colour, recyclable packaging can 
be be pegged or sits perfectly on 
your counter. Design by Homade.

SCOOPS

GOIN’ UNDER™

a ship-shape doorstop
This mini Titanic is going down, down, 
down… and settling right under your 
door. Goin’ Under is made of unsinkable 
silicone, and will keep your door 
propped open for a quick and easy 
escape if you ever need it. Packaged 
in a peggable giftbox with full-colour 
insert. Design by Stephen Wolfe.

5130347
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Purr -fect 
Reminder

the

MAGNETICATS™

playful cat magnets
These cute cats are quick to catch your 
photos and lists. Each MAGNETICAT 
has two magnets that make them 
pivot and pounce with a satisfying 
snap. Packaging in clear PET 
giftbox. Designed by Jason Pang.

5186696

FLYING COLOURS™

cloud dispenser with  
rainbow tape
Flying Colours dispenses a vibrant 
roll of rainbow washi tape, so you’ll 
be ready to leave a trail of colour at a 
moment’s notice. Made of polypropylene 
plastic and packaged in a full-colour 
giftbox. Design by JuHyun Yu.

5141486

EARASER™

Gogh and erase your mistakes!
We all make mistakes, artistic or otherwise. 
Take matters into your own hands, just like 
Van Gogh. Grab your Earaser and cut out 
the offending parts! This soft, long-lasting 
eraser is both fun and useful. Ya hear? 
Each rubber eraser is packed in a match-
box style craft box, and packed twenty-four 
per CDU. Design by Joscha Weiand.

5161072
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THE DAILY MOOD™

tell the world the state  
you’re in
Some days the office is like a tea party, 
other days it’s a lions’ den. That’s why 
The Daily Mood is a crucial desk-top 
accessory! It spells out everyone’s 
demeanor with forty-seven moods 
to choose from, each with its own 
smiley along with a snarky definition, 
fascinating facts, and sample sentences. 
It’s low-tech “social networking” fun. 
Packaged in a peggable, full-colour 
giftbox. Concept by Tabitha White, 
design by Carl Mitsch, Fred Studio.

DAILYM

PUMPED UP™

a fashionable phone stand
Prop up your phone with this pretty 
pair of heels — because everything 
looks better in heels! Pure silicone 
Pumped Up comes in Classic Black 
or Dorothy Red, packaged in a clear, 
recyclable, peggable display box. Design 
by Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.

PUMPB  BLACK
PUMPR  RED

STICKY FINGERS™

put a pack in your purse
File your way to a sweet manicure. 
STICKY FINGERS may look like a 
standard pack of gum, but inside are 
five stylin’, stick-mimicking nail files. 
Includes five emery boards per pack 
and eighteen packs per CDU. Designed 
by Lauren Hastings, Fred Studio

5186705
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Unlock
Monster

YOUR
INNER

FREAKEYS™

monstrously fun key covers
Remember these wiggly, giggly finger-
puppet monsters from your childhood? 
Fred does, and he’s brought them 
back as FreaKeys key covers. Six 
colourful styles, all packed in a clear, 
recyclable, peggable display box. 

FREAK

LUCKY SPROUT™

plant one in your book!
Save that spot with a four-leaf 
clover! Lucky Sprout nestles inside 
your book and spreads its flexible 
leaves when you open it back up 
again. Made of soft silicone, four 
individual bookmarks are packed in 
each peggable blistercard. Design by 
Youngdoo Park for Doodoo Design.

5170923
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Brushto

REMEMBER

Well-ies
SWING TIME™

ceramic bird feeder
Remember the idyllic summer 
fun of a tyre swing hanging from a 
big oak in the backyard? Let your 
neighbourhood birds experience 
the same joy while eating the seeds 
you’ve left for them. Swing Time is a 
durable, 14cm ceramic tyre, complete 
with a hanging rope and packaged in 
a full-colour giftbox. Design by Winsor 
Pop and Kiki Sciullo, Fred Studio.

5132177

RAIN & SHINE™

keep your toothbrushes 
high and dry
Give your toothbrushes the boot! These 
charming little wellies keep your 
toothbrushes safe at hand and your 
smile sparkling. Rain & Shine holds two 
toothbrushes in pure non-toxic, BPA-free 
silicone. Clear, recyclable, peggable 
PET packaging. Design by Winnif Pang.

5152907 
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Let’s get the party started - bottle openers & more

Cocktails - recipe glasses, mixers & extra fun

Stay cool - ice cubes that are so cool you’ll freeze

That’s my drink - claim your drinks

Fancy a nibble? - serving ideas & cheese boards

Stick a cork in it - fun bottle stoppers
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Lets
Party

get THE

STARTED

OFFICE PARTY™

clip off your cap
When 5 o’clock strikes, it’s time for 
an Office Party. This jumbo-version 
of the classic paper clip unfastens 
any beer bottle. Strong, cast-metal 
construction and packed on a sturdy, 
peggable backer card. Design by 
Northsquared.

5170922

BEER GARDENER™

bottle-opening trowel
Reward yourself for your hard work in the garden 
— pop open a cold one without even changing tools! 
Beer Gardener is a durable, functional garden 
trowel that offers an additional, and most welcome, 
function. Made of stainless steel and measuring 
30.5cm x 7.5cm, it’s packaged on a heavyweight, 
peggable card. Design by Blue Sky Designs.

5148003

BOTTLE NINJA™

swiftly uncap your bottled 
beverages
In the blink of an eye Bottle Ninja 
sneaks up on unsuspecting beverages, 
flips off their caps, and then once again 
slips into the night. Harness the power 
of the ninja for your next party!  
It’s stainless steel and silicone, 
packaged in a clear, recyclable, 
peggable display box. 
Design by Steve Buss. 

5130414

TOP TOOL™

the only tool for your 
bottles
There’s a perfect tool for every job,  
and Top Tool is the ideal handy helper 
for the job of opening your bottles.  
This heavyweight, well-constructed 
“bottle wrench” is built for a lifetime of 
flipping and turning bottle tops. Top 
Tool is chrome-plated and zinc-diecast 
just like they use down at the garage. 
We’ve shown it off in a beautiful 
full-colour display box. Design by 
Young Soo Kin.

5130413
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HOPSIDE DOWN™

viva la longneck!
Fred likes to glug his beer right from the 
bottle, but Mrs. Fred is appalled. So Fred 
went out and did something about it — 
he created this bottle-in-a-glass as an 
homage to real men like him. Hopside 
Down is hand-blown, precisely crafted, 
and unexpectedly deluxe. Packaged in 
a full-colour giftbox. Design by Dima 
Komissarov.

HOP

DOOMED™

the skull shot glass
This formidable shot glass is Fred’s 
tribute to the Skull of Doom, which 
Mayan legend claims has the power of 
life and death, the power to heal or to 
smite, the power to create miracles. We 
make no claims beyond these: Doomed 
will hold 75ml of your favourite beverage 
and is hand-blown crystal clear 
borosilicate glass, individually packaged 
in a full-colour, yet mysterious giftbox.

DOOM
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GOOD MEASURE™

it’s just what the  
bartender ordered
Mix it up with GOOD MEASURE! 
Fred’s 450ml measuring glasses are 
printed with seven delectable cocktail 
recipes that are sure to turn you 
into the most-exacting mixologist.
Packaged in a full-colour giftbox. 

Available in four individual styles: 
Beer, Gin, Vodka - and the cure for 
all the others - Hangover. Cheers!

BAR BONES™

the perfect way to serve  
your spirits
Go ahead, pick your poison — then 
conjure up your favourite cocktail 
creations with Fred's BAR BONES 
Boston shaker. Sized for single 
cocktails, the glass is printed with 
thirteen ghastly recipes. Stainless 
steel shaker is plated with a velvety, 
soft-touch finish. Packed in individual 
gift boxes. Designed by Fred Studio. 

5177600

5197039 Gin 5197045 Vodka5197037 Beer 5197043 Hangover
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BAR BONES™

don’t lose your head — or 
your drink!
Sneak a stylishly geometric Bar Bones 
skull onto to the rim of your glass, and 
you’ll always know which drink is yours. 
It’s an eerily easy way to lay claim to 
your beverage. This multi-hued set of six 
skulls are made from food-safe silicone 
and packaged in a peggable, full-
colour giftbox. Design by Fred Studio.

5161090

MY TAI™

add a tropical touch to  
your drinks
Kick back, put your feet up, and relax — 
your drink isn’t going anywhere! My Tai  
reusable drink umbrellas clip onto 
the side of beverages to tell everyone 
which mai tai is your My Tai. It’s the 
tropicool way to stake your claim! Made 
of food-safe silicone and polypropylene 
plastic, each set of six colourful markers 
are packaged in a peggable, full-
colour giftbox. Design by Fruitsuper.

5161083

BAR BONES™

we have a bone to pick 
— six, to be exact
Use Bar Bones cocktail picks to stylishly 
spear fruit or olives and liven up your 
spirits. Great for grabbing Gouda 
or piercing Provolone, too! Made of 
durable stainless steel and packaged 
as a set of six in a peggable, full-
colour giftbox. Design by Fred Studio.

5161081

WET MY WHISTLE™

“slide” whistle straws
Everyone loves to blow bubbles with a 
drinking straw, but Fred wanted more! 
Now we’ve added a new, musical feature 
to the fun! Wet My Whistle is a straw 
that works like a whistle — just blow 
to hear your melodious tunes. To drink 
— just block the whistle hole with your 
finger when you’re ready to sip. Each 
peggable, full-colour giftbox includes 
four straws. Food-safe polypropylene 
construction. Design by Steve Buss.

5141718
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CoolSTAY

BRAIN FREEZE™

this is your brain on ice
We humans are known for our evolved 
sense of humour and mastery of ice 
tray technology. So let’s celebrate 
our higher powers by raising a 
glass. Brain Freeze is moulded from 
super-strong, dishwasher-safe pure 
silicone and packaged in a full-colour 
giftbox. Design by Chris Haines.

BRFR

COOL SHOOTERS™

the fill-and-chill shot  
glass mould
Just fill the silicone mould with water 
or your favourite juice, freeze, and then 
pop out four fully-formed frozen shot 
glasses. Cool Shooters are a great 
way to add a little nip to your favourite 
sip! Packaged in clear display boxes. 
Design by Anthony Petrie, Fred Studio.

COOL

FREEZE!™

pop a cap in your glass
Is your drink packin’ heat? Well, cool 
it down with Freeze! Pop a few rounds 
of these finely-tooled ice cubes into 
your beverages and watch things chill. 
Moulded from food-grade silicone 
and packaged in clear, recyclable 
gift boxes. Design by Winnif Pang.

FREEZE

BONE CHILLERS™ 

a chilling ice cube tray
Chill your beverages to the bone! 
Fill and freeze our Bone Chillers 
tray and you’ll create an icy array of 
skulls and crossbones that’ll have 
everyone’s timbers shivering. Drink 
up, me hearties! Packaged in a clear, 
recyclable, peggable display box. Design 
by Jason Amendolara, Fred Studio.

BONEC

FROZEN SMILES™

not your grandpa’s ice tray
Dentures aren’t just for Grandpa 
anymore! Freeze up a batch of Frozen 
Smiles and drop them into any glass 
— they’ll add bite to whatever you’re 
drinking! Frozen Smiles is made 
from soft, food-safe synthetic rubber 
and packaged in clear, recyclable, 
peggable PET-G boxes. Design by 
Jason Amendolara, Fred Studio.

FRSM
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GIN&TITONIC™

sink one in your drink
You get four ocean liners and four 
frosty icebergs with each Gin & Titonic 
ice tray. Just add gin, Leonardo 
DiCaprio, and Kate Winslet for a 
perfect party. This ice tray is moulded 
from soft food-safe synthetic rubber 
and packaged in clear, recyclable, 
peggable display boxes. Design by 
Jason Amendolara, Fred Studio.

GANDT

COOL JAZZ™

rock solid!
It’s time to kick back, and here’s a cool 
way to do it! Drop one of these groovy 
guitars into your drink, and give it a stir. 
Cool Jazz is just the thing for jazzing 
up your favourite beverage. Packaged 
in clear, recyclable gift boxes. Design 
by Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.

CJAZZ

COLD FINGERS™

the cool way to handle your ice
Now here’s a happy pair of ice tongs, with 
their business end all warm and cozy in 
little silicone mittens! The perfect way 
to get your mitts on some ice for that 
brissssk White Russian. Cold Fingers 
are made from stainless steel and pure 
silicone and packaged on a peggable, 
full-colour display card. Design by 
Jason Amendolara, Fred Studio.

5141480
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ice
Time

the

TO BREAK

NOTED™
 

COASTERS
pass notes at your  
next party
Got something saucy on your mind 
but just can’t spit it out? NOTED 
coasters say just what you’re thinking. 
Each loose-leaf lookalike is made 
of thick, multi-ply paper stock and 
will stand up to plenty of parties. 
Six different styles in a peggable 
display box. Design by Fred Studio. 

5174865

CHITCHATS™

conversation-starting  
drink markers
Complete the message on the talk 
bubble, stick it on your glass and let 
the fun begin. ChitChats not only start 
conversations... they help you remember 
whose glass is whose. These static cling 
stickers work on glass, ceramic, or 
smooth plastic; they remove instantly; 
and they’re reusable. You get forty-eight 
ChitChats in each pack along with a 
marker pen, all packaged in a peggable, 
clear header bag. Design by Winsor Pop 
and Jason Amendolara, Fred Studio.

CHCH

PICK YOUR NOSE™

party cups with personality
Who knows how to liven up a party? 
YOU do! Each of these photo-realistic 
paper cups comes emblazoned with 
a new nose. When you tip your head 
to take a drink — voila! — you get an 
instant nose job, and a chuckle from 
the crowd. There are twenty-four, 
350ml cups in each pack of Pick Your 
Nose, evenly divided between male 
and female proboscises (errr, noses). 
Packaged in a clear box with full-
colour insert. Design by Luke Boggia 
and Jason Amendolara, Fred Studio.

NOSE 
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PICNIP FLASK™

plaid to the bone
PICNIP looks like a classic, tartan-clad 
drink bottle - but inside, it’s a 280ml 
steel flask ready to party. Topped with 
a functional and reusable 55ml cap for 
sneaking sips. Designed by Liz Goulet 
Dubois, Fred Studio.  
 
5187132

SOCIAL CLIMBERS™

keep a grip on your glass
Which glass is yours? Stick a Social 
Climber on your stem and quickly locate 
your drink in the jumbled jungle of any 
party. Available in two styles, sloths 
and koalas, each in a pack of six and 
are made of pure silicone in easy-to-
identify colours. Packed in a full-colour 
peggable box. Design by Fred Studio. 

5178681       
KOALAS

WINE LIVES™

cuddly cats claim your wine
Purrfect kitty wine markers wrap 
around the stem of your glass and 
remind you which glass is yours. You 
get six colour-coded silicone Wine 
Lives in each set, packaged in a 
peggable, full-colour giftbox. Design 
by Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.

5152925

5178682      
SLOTHS
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nibble?
Fancy

a

CHEESE LOG™

the clear-cut choice for 
chopping and serving
Channel your inner lumberjack with 
Fred’s Cheese Log knife and board 
set. A swift swing of the miniature 
axe provides clean-cut cheese slices 
and efficiently chopped charcuterie. 
Timberrrrr! Solid beechwood board 
and stainless axe are nestled into a 
full-colour corrugated display box. 
Design by Kevin Somers and Scott Doty.

5170924

OH, SNAP™

cheese board and slicer
Our handsome beechwood Oh Snap! 
cheese board comes with a useful 
stainless steel cheese slicer - put 
them together and it looks just like 
a giant mousetrap! Set it out at your 
next party and catch the comments 
and compliments! Oh Snap!  
measures 23cm x 13cm and is  
packaged in a full-colour giftbox. 
Design by Sancho Hemelsoen. 

5151913
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SO YOU COME  

HERE OFTEN?
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BOOGIE BITES™

stand-up party picks
Bring out the Boogie Bites and 
suddenly your snack foods are 
rockin’. Fred’s sturdy stand-up party 
picks are perfect for fruit, cheese, 
olives, Swedish meatballs…you name 
it! Sixteen picks in eight assorted 
styles in each set, all packaged 
in a peggable, full-colour giftbox. 
Design by Kiki Sciullo, Fred Studio.

5130409

MMMEOW™

serve snacks in  
purrfect style!
You’re likely to find these cool cats 
pussyfooting on the pancetta or slinking 
over the scallops. These sixteen fork-
footed felines will make your next party 
purrrfect! Washable, reusable, food-safe 
plastic party picks, Mmmeow is packaged 
in a peggable, full-colour giftbox. Design 
by Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.

5132156

CAKECANDELABRA™

make your party posh
Now here’s something that really takes 
the cake…our Cake Candelabra is a 
show-stopping, jaw-dropping, birthday 
cake topping. Nine finely turned candles 
fit perfectly into the silver-toned base, 
creating a stunning centrepiece for your 
cake. You deserve the finer things in life, 
so celebrate in style! Candles and candle 
holder are all packaged in a full-colour 
giftbox. Design by Winnif Pang.

CKCAN

CAKE SAMURAI™

cut your cake with a  
silent sword
Swiftly, deftly, silently... Cake Samurai 
slices your baked goods. Serve your 
cake like a warrior! Moulded from 
food-safe polypropylene plastic, 
Cake Samurai is packaged on a 
peggable “holster” pack. Design by 
Jason Amendolara, Fred Studio.

5130419
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PLUNGE™

a silicone bottle stopper
Don’t let your fine wine go down the 
drain — plunge it! Plunge provides 
your bottle with an airtight seal so your 
wine will live to be sipped another day. 
Plunge is real wood and pure silicone, 
packaged in a clear, recyclable, display 
box that can peg or sit on your counter. 
Design by Ken Goldman.

WPL

TOP BANANA™

it’s an improper stopper!
It’s a proven fact…the mere sight 
of a banana stuffed into a wine 
bottle is enough to spread smiles 
everywhere, maybe even provoke 
the odd guarded giggle. Bring one 
to your next party and YOU’LL be 
Top Banana! Packaged in a clear, 
peggable display box. Design by 
Liz Goulet Dubois, Fred Studio.

TOPBAN

PLUNGE™

a silicone bottle stopper
Don’t let your fine wine go down the 
drain — plunge it! Plunge provides 
your bottle with an airtight seal so your 
wine will live to be sipped another day. 
Plunge is real wood and pure silicone, 
packaged in a clear, recyclable, display 
box that can peg or sit on your counter. 
Design by Ken Goldman.

WPL

OFFICE PARTY™

corkscrew and bottle opener, 
for the well-supplied office
Office life can be pretty dull so take it offline 
with Fred’s OFFICE PARTY. It may look like 
a standard stapler, but tucked inside you’ll 
find a cleverly disguised corkscrew, bottle 
opener and foil cutter. Drill down into the 
most challenging bottles and it’ll be blue-
sky thinking all day. It’s a strategic fit for any 
desktop! Packed in a clear, peggable display 
box. Design by Lauren Hastings, Fred Studio.

5228623
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TAPPED™

twist the tap and let it flow
Turn the tap and your wine breathes 
as it pours — turn it back to stem 
the flow and and seal in the flavour. 
Tapped is made from food-safe 
polypropylene and silicone and 
packaged in a clear, peggable display 
box with a full-colour insert. Design 
by Winsor Pop, Fred Studio.

5152899

COQ AU VIN™

a little poulet with  
your pinot
Coq au Vin is the newest wine stopper 
in Fred’s pecking order. It will seal in the 
flavour with a healthy dose of silliness. 
Coq au Vin is packaged in a clear, 
recyclable, peggable clamshell with 
full-colour insert. Design by Steve Buss. 

CAV

CORKY™

remove the air with a  
little flair
Looking to keep the zest in your zin, 
the mmmm in your merlot? Put a 
cork in it! Even better, insert Corky 
and give it a few presses to evacuate 
the air trapped inside the bottle. 
Corky is made from durable, food-
safe plastic and packaged in a clear, 
recyclable, peggable PET plastic box 
with a full-colour insert. Design by 
Jason Amendolara, Fred Studio.

5142847

WAX & WINE™

light the night with a candle-style 
LED stopper
Keep the romantic light burning, even if you 
are saving some of the wine for another day. 
Wax & Wine’s flickering LED light sets just the 
right mood while preserving your wine. Remove 
the stopper base to reveal a USB-charging 
plug. The rechargeable battery offers hours of 
mood lighting between charges. Wax & Wine 
is made of strong BPA-free, food-grade ABS 
plastic and silicone. Packaged in a peggable, 
full-colour giftbox. Design by Fred Studio. 

5159246
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